Quantum stabilizer codes constructed from sparse matrices have good performance and can be efficiently decoded by belief propagation (BP). A conventional BP decoding algorithm treats binary stabilizer codes as additive codes over GF(4). This algorithm has a relatively complex process of handling check-node messages, which incurs higher decoding complexity. Moreover, BP decoding of a stabilizer code usually suffers a performance loss due to the many short cycles in the underlying Tanner graph. In this paper, we propose a refined BP decoding algorithm for quantum codes with complexity roughly the same as binary BP. For a given error syndrome, this algorithm decodes to the same output as the conventional quaternary BP but the passed node-to-node messages are single-valued, unlike the quaternary BP, where multivalued node-to-node messages are required. Furthermore, the techniques of message strength normalization can naturally be applied to these single-valued messages to improve the performance. Another observation is that the message-update schedule affects the performance of BP decoding against short cycles. We show that running BP with message strength normalization according to a serial schedule (or other schedules) may significantly improve the decoding performance and error floor in computer simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
In classical coding theory, low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes and the sum-product (decoding) algorithm, proposed by Gallager, are shown to have near Shannon-capacity performance for the binary symmetric channel (BSC) and the additive white Gaussian noise channel [1] - [4] . The sum-product algorithm K.-Y. Kuo flipping from nonzero syndrome bits [26] , (modified) enhanced-feedback [27] , [28] , BP-based neural network [45] , augmented decoder (adding redundant rows to the parity-check matrices) [29] , and ordered statistics decoding (OSD) [30] .
In this paper, we simplify and improve the conventional quaternary BP for decoding binary stabilizer codes. Instead of passing multivalued message (with q = 4 components) on the edge of the Tanner graph of a stabilizer code (see Fig. 6 for an example), we show that it is sufficient to pass single-valued messages.
An important observation is that the error syndrome of a binary stabilizer code is binary, although it can be considered as a quaternary code. Inspired by MacKay's δ-rule for message passing in binary linear codes [4] , we derive a δ-rule based BP decoding algorithm for stabilizer codes. This greatly improves the efficiency of BP. Moreover, each of the previously-mentioned processes for BP improvement can be incorporated in our algorithm.
To improve the performance while having low complexity for BP decoding of quantum codes, we have found two particularly useful methods. First, running the BP decoding with a serial schedule [12] , [13] can improve the convergence behavior when the underlying Tanner graph has many short cycles. For illustration, we decode the [ [5, 1] ] code [46] and a [[129,28] ] hypergraph-product code with both serial and parallel schedules. In the case of [ [5, 1] ] code, the BP decoding converges quickly using the serial schedule, while it diverges with the parallel schedule. The serial schedule also outperforms the parallel schedule in the case of the [[129,28] ] hypergraph-product code. Second, adjusting message magnitudes can improve the error floor performance [15] - [17] . The techniques of message normalization and offset are simple and efficient for improving the decoding performance. Moreover, both the check-to-variable and variable-to-check messages can be separately adjusted. However, these techniques have not been considered in the quantum scenario probably because they are designed for binary BP decoding. In our δ-rule based BP, these techniques can be directly applied to the single-valued messages. All the mentioned techniques can be simultaneously applied in our BP algorithm. We have tested several quantum codes and the simulation results show that the decoding performance and error floor are improved significantly. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we define the notation and review the binary BP decoding with two update schedules. In Sec. III we show how to efficiently compute the quaternary BP decoding for quantum stabilizer codes by single-valued message-passing. In Sec. IV we review the message normalization and offset algorithms, and port them to our decoding procedure. Related simulations are provided. Finally, we conclude in Sec. V.
II. CLASSICAL BINARY BELIEF PROPAGATION DECODING
Consider a classical binary [N, K] linear code C, defined by an M × N parity-check matrix H ∈ {0, 1} M ×N (not necessarily of full rank) with M ≥ N − K. Suppose that a message is encoded by C and sent through a noisy channel. The noisy channel will introduce an N -bit random error vector E = (E 1 , E 2 , . . . , E N ) corrupting the transmitted codeword. Given an observed error syndrome vector z ∈ {0, 1} M , the decoding problem of our concern is to find the most likely error vector e * ∈ {0, 1} N such that He * = z mod 2. (From now on the modulo operation will be omitted without confusion.) More precisely, the maximum likelihood decoding is to find e * = arg max e∈{0,1} N , He=z
where P (E = e|z) is the probability of channel error e conditioned on the observed syndrome z. To infer e * , a BP algorithm computes an approximated marginal distributionP (E n = e n |z) ≈ P (E n = e n |z) for each error bit n and outputsê = (ê 1 ,ê 2 , . . . ,ê N ) such that e n = arg max en∈{0,1}P
(e n |z).
These marginal distributions can be calculated efficiently by message passing on the Tanner graph. If the Tanner graph has no cycles, then the BP algorithm will output a valid error vectorê with Hê = z and the exact marginal distributions [6]- [11] , i.e.,P (e n |z) = P (e n |z) for n = 1, . . . , N . Even if there are cycles, the approximation is usually very good for a well-designed parity-check matrix H (e.g., no short cycles) [6] , [7] , [10] . The binary BP decoding algorithm is given in Algorithm 1 [4] . The order of message passing between the nodes is referred to as an updating schedule. Since the calculations at all the nodes in each step can be run in parallel, message passing in this way is said to follow a parallel schedule. Consequently, Algorithm 1 will be called parallel BP 2 in the following.
Next we briefly explain parallel BP 2 . Let p 0 n and p 1 n be the probabilities of E n being 0 and 1, respectively, for n = 1, . . . , N , which are given by the underlying noisy channel. Herein we assume a memoryless binary symmetric channel (BSC) with cross probability ∈ (0, 0.5). Hence p 0 n and p 1 n are initialized as p 0 n = P (E n = 0) = 1 − and
These channel parameters will be used in the generation of messages.
A message sent from variable node n to check node m will be denoted by message n → m for simplicity, and vice versa. Let N (m) denote the set of neighboring variable nodes of check node m and let M(n) denote the set of neighboring check nodes of variable node n. In BP, message d n→m (defined in (1)) will be passed from variable node n to its neighboring check node m and message δ m→n (defined in (2)) will be passed from check node m to its neighboring variable node n. The messages d n→m and δ m→n will be denoted, respectively, by d mn and δ mn for simplicity, meaning that they are passed on the same edge associated with H mn . Note that the passed messages d mn and δ mn are real numbers and they are sufficient for decoding. This is called δ-rule [4] . (There are also other rules of sufficient information (Sec. V-E of [8] ) but the δ-rule is the most suitable one for our purpose.)
Let q 0 n and q 1 n be the likelihoods of E n being 0 and 1, respectively, for n = 1, . . . , N . These quantities will be updated as in (6) and (7) after a horizontal step and a vertical step and their sizes are used to estimate E n . The horizontal, vertical, and hard decision steps will be iterated until that an estimated error and the given syndrome vector are matched or a pre-defined maximum number of iterations is reached.
We illustrate how parallel BP 2 works with a simple but essential example, which can be extended to the quantum case later in Sec. III. Consider again the parity-check matrix H = • Let q 0 mn = p 0 n and q 1 mn = p 1 n .
and pass it as the initial message n → m. Horizontal Step. For every check node m = 1, . . . , M and for every variable node n ∈ N (m), compute
and pass it as the message m → n. Vertical
Step. For every variable node n = 1, . . . , N and for every check node m ∈ M(n), do:
where a mn is a chosen scalar such that q 0 mn + q 1 mn = 1. • Update: d mn = q 0 mn − q 1 mn and pass it as the message n → m. Hard Decision. For every variable node n = 1, . . . , N , compute
Letê n = 0, if q 0 n > q 1 n , andê n = 1, otherwise.
-If Hê = z, halt and return "SUCCESS"; otherwise, if a maximum number of iterations is reached, halt and return "FAIL"; otherwise, repeat from the horizontal step.
• The second parity check H 2 :
For convenience, here we analyze the algorithm in terms of likelihood ratio of the first variable bit E 1 , denoted by LR 1 , and it is similar for the other error bits. When LR 1 is larger than 1, E 1 is more likely to be 0 than 1. Initially, LR 1 is
from the channel parameters. Then it is updated at each iteration of message passing. After the first iteration, we have
The second and the third terms are contributed by the parity checks H 1 and H 2 , respectively. For example, if the second syndrome bit is z 2 = 0, we have
Passing the single-valued messages δ mn calculated in (2) is sufficient to complete these belief updates. In the meanwhile messages d mn are updated for the next iteration. Therefore, the δ-rule works well for BP 2 .
In parallel BP 2 , the messages are updated according to a parallel schedule. In general, a shuffled or serial update schedule may have some benefits [12] , [13] . Algorithm 2, referred to as serial BP 2 , defines a BP decoding algorithm according to a serial schedule. A serial update can be done along the variable nodes or along the check nodes [13] and in Algorithm 2 the update is along the variable nodes.
Algorithm 2 : Binary BP decoding according to a serial schedule along the variable nodes (serial BP 2 )
Initialization. Do the same as in Algorithm 1. Serial Update. For each variable node n = 1, 2, . . . , N , do:
• For each check node m ∈ M(n), compute δ mn = (−1) zm n ∈N (m)\n d mn and pass it as the message m → n. • For each m ∈ M(n), compute r 0 mn = (1 + δ mn )/2, r 1 mn = (1 − δ mn )/2, q 0 mn = a mn p 0 n m ∈M(n)\m r 0 m n and q 1 mn = a mn p 1 n m ∈M(n)\m r 1 m n , where a mn is a chosen scalar such that q 0 mn + q 1 mn = 1. • Update: d mn = q 0 mn − q 1 mn and pass it as the message n → m. Hard Decision.
• Do the same as in Algorithm 1, except that "repeat from the horizontal step" is replaced by "repeat from the serial update step".
Despite of the different schedules, serial BP 2 and parallel BP 2 have to update the same number of messages (d mn and δ mn ) and thus have the same computational complexity in an iteration. While parallel BP 2 achieves a full parallelism in a horizontal step and a vertical step, serial BP 2 tries to utilize the most updated d mn to accelerate the convergence at the cost of parallelism. (A partial parallelism is still possible by a careful design [12] , [13] .) For clarity, we use the example in Fig. 1 to show how the parallel and serial schedules work in Figures 2 and 3 . The main advantage of serial BP 2 is that it converges in roughly half the number of iterations, compared to parallel BP 2 , to achieve the same accuracy [12] , [13] .
More precisely, the advantage/disadvantage of the two schedules can be understood as follows. If full parallelism is possible with sufficient hardware resources, each iteration of the parallel BP 2 takes less time. Otherwise, the parallel BP 2 and serial BP 2 may run roughly the same number of iterations in a fixed time, but the convergence behavior of serial BP 2 is usually better.
Step For illustration, we consider the [13298, 3296] code defined in [4] . The performance of parallel BP 2 is shown in Fig. 4 with respect to various maximum numbers of iterations. The maximum numbers of iterations for the curves from the left-hand-side to the right-hand-side are 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, and 100, respectively. An error bar between two crosses shows a 95% confidence interval. Similarly, the performance of serial BP 2 is shown in Fig. 5 . Targeting at a block error rate of 10 −4 , the average numbers of required iterations for a maximum of 15, 30, and 100 iterations are given in Table I . In this case, both schedules converge well if the computational power is enough. However, this may not be the case for BP decoding of quantum codes (due to the many short cycles) and an interesting example will be shown later in Fig. 7 . 
III. QUATERNARY BP DECODING FOR QUANTUM CODES

A. Tanner graph and belief propagation for quantum stabilizer codes
We focus on binary stabilizer codes for quantum information in qubits and consider error operators that are tensor product of Pauli matrices
- [24] . Specifically, we consider an independent depolarizing channel with rate such that the probability of Pauli errors {I, X, Y, Z} is p p p = (p I , p X , p Y , p Z ) = (1 − , /3, /3, /3).
The weight of an N -fold Pauli operator is the number of its nonidenity entries. A low-weight Pauli error occurs more likely than a high-weight error in a depolarizing channel.
Since Pauli matrices either commute or anticommute with each other, we can define an inner product ·, · : {I, X, Y, Z} × {I, X, Y, Z} → {0, 1} for Pauli matrices as in Table II other. This inner product can be naturally extended to an inner product for N -fold Pauli operators ·, · :
where
Note that we use the same notation for inner product without ambiguity as the value indicates whether two N -fold Pauli operators commute with each other or not. From now on the tensor product ⊗ will be omitted. 
An [[N, K]] quantum stabilizer code is a 2 K -dimensional subspace of C 2 N . It can be defined by a stabilizer check matrix S ∈ {I, X, Y, Z} M ×N (not necessarily of full rank) with M ≥ N − K. Each row S m of S corresponds to an N -fold Pauli operator that stabilizes the code space, i.e., the code space is contained in its (+1)-eigenspace. The matrix S is self-orthogonal with respect to the inner product (10),
i.e., S m , S m = 0 for any two rows S m and S m of S. In fact, the code space is the joint-(+1) eigenspace of the rows of S, and the vectors in the rowspace of S are called stabilizers [41] .
We assume that quantum information is initially encoded by a noiseless stabilizer circuit [22] , [47] , [48] and then the encoded state suffers depolarizing errors. Therefore, we may assume that the encoded state is corrupted by an unknown N -qubit error operator E ∈ {I, X, Y, Z} N with corresponding probability.
To do error correction, the stabilizers {S m : m = 1, 2, . . . , M } are measured to determine the binary
Given S and z, a decoder has to estimate an errorÊ ∈ {I, X, Y, Z} N such thatÊ is equal to E, up to a stabilizer, with probability as high as possible. A conventional BP 4 for decoding binary stabilizer codes is done as follows [26] . Initially, the channel parameters are p p p n = (p I n , p X n , p Y n , p Z n ) for n = 1, . . . , N , where p I n = P (E n = I) = 1 − , and
In the initialization step, at every variable node n, pass the messagemn = (q I mn , q X mn , q Y mn , q Z mn ) = p p p n to every neighboring check node m ∈ M(n). Then according to a parallel update schedule, the check nodes and variable nodes work as follows.
• At check node m, compute r r r mn = (r I mn , r X mn , r Y mn , r Z mn ) and pass r r r mn as the message m → n for every n ∈ N (m), where
for W ∈ {I, X, Y, Z}. The summation is over all E ∈ {I, X, Y, Z} N such that the n-th component of E is E n = W and the m-th syndrome bit is satisfied z m = E, S m , while E l = I for l / ∈ N (m).
• At variable node n, computemn = (q I mn , q X mn , q Y mn , q Z mn ) and passmn as the message n → m for every m ∈ M(n), where
for W ∈ {I, X, Y, Z} and a mn is a chosen scalar such that q I mn + q X mn + q Y mn + q Z mn = 1.
A hard decision is made byÊ n = arg max W ∈{I,X,Y,Z} q W n . The horizontal step and the vertical step are iterated until an estimated errorÊ =Ê 1 · · ·Ê N is valid or a maximum number of iterations is reached.
In general, BP 4 requires higher computing complexity than BP 2 as mentioned in the introduction.
Moreover, the δ-rule used in Algorithm 1 cannot be applied to BP 4 for classical quaternary codes. While the variable-node computation (13) is relatively straightforward, the check-node computation (12) seems to have a large room for simplification. We will show that this computation can also be simplified by a δ-rule in the following subsection and then we can design a BP algorithm for stabilizer codes so that the passed messages are single-valued as in the case of BP 2 using the δ-rule. Thus the complexity of our BP decoding algorithm for stabilizer codes is significantly reduced, compared to the conventional BP 4 for stabilizer codes.
B. Refined belief propagation decoding of stabilizer codes
An important observation is that the error syndrome of a binary stabilizer code (11) is binary. Given the value of E n , S mn for (unknown) E n ∈ {I, X, Y, Z} and some S mn ∈ {X, Y, Z}, we will know that E n commutes or anticommutes with S mn , i.e., either E n ∈ {I, S mn } or E n ∈ {X, Y, Z} \ S mn . Consequently, the passed message should indicate more likely whether E n ∈ {I, S mn } or E n ∈ {X, Y, Z} \ S mn . For a variable node, say variable node 1, and its neighboring check node m, we know that from (11)
In other words, the message from a neighboring check will tell us more likely whether the error E 1 commutes or anticommutes with S m1 . This suggests that a BP decoding of stabilizer codes with singlevalued messages is possible and we provide such an algorithm in Algorithm 3, which is referred to as parallel BP 4 .
Algorithm 3 : δ-rule based quaternary BP decoding for binary stabilizer codes with a parallel schedule (parallel BP 4 )
. Initialization. For every variable node n = 1, . . . , N and for every m ∈ M(n), do:
and pass it as the initial message n → m. Horizontal
Step. For every check node m = 1, . . . , M and for every n ∈ N (m), compute δ mn = (−1) zm n ∈N (m)\n d mn (15) and pass it as the message m → n. Vertical
Step. For every variable node n = 1, . . . , N and for every m ∈ M(n), do: 
LetÊ n = arg max W ∈{I,X,Y,Z} q W n . • LetÊ =Ê 1Ê2 · · ·Ê N .
-If Ê , S m = z m for m = 1, 2, . . . , M , halt and return "SUCCESS"; otherwise, if a maximum number of iterations is reached, halt and return "FAIL"; otherwise, repeat from the horizontal step.
It can be shown that Algorithm 3 has exactly the same output as the conventional BP 4 outlined in the previous subsection but with an improved complexity similar to BP 2 . (The verification is straightforward and omitted here.) In particular, it has O(1) check-node complexity per edge. This is a significant improvement since the conventional algorithm to compute (12) is O(q 2 ) per edge (or O(q log q) with fast Fourier transform) [28] , [36] , [42] , [43] , where q = 4 here.
Comparing Algorithms 1 and 3, one can find that (14)-(20) parallel (1)- (7) , respectively. However, it is highly nontrivial to obtain these expressions for Algorithm 3, especially that (18) and (20) are not direct generalizations of (5) and (7) . The intuition of the δ-rule here comes from a careful examination of the
 , which has a weight-2 stabilizer and a weight-3 stabilizer. Then the general case of a stabilizer of weight larger than two can be handled by a divide-and-conquer method as discussed in [8] .
Similarly to the classical case, a δ-rule based BP 4 decoding algorithm with a serial schedule, referred to as serial BP 4 , is given in Algorithm 4. Again, serial BP 4 and parallel BP 4 have the same computational complexity in an iteration. The update schedule of BP could affect the convergence behavior a lot for quantum stabilizer codes.
We provide two examples as follows. First, the well-known [ [5, 1] ] code [46] can correct an arbitrary weight-one error and has a check matrix
The Tanner graph of this matrix obviously has many four-cycles. Parallel BP 4 can decode all the weightone errors, except for the error IIIY I, and the output will oscillate continuously as shown in Fig. 7 (a) .
However, serial BP 4 converges very soon, as shown in Fig. 7 (b) . Second, we construct a [[129, 28] ]
hypergraph-product code [37] by two BCH codes with parameters [7, 4, 3] and [15, 7, 5] , as in [45] . This hypergraph-product code also corrects an arbitrary weight-one error. Serial BP 4 greatly improves the performance of parallel BP 4 as shown in Fig. 8 . For reference, the estimated performance curves of bounded distance decoding for minimum distance 3 and 5 are also provided. 
IV. MESSAGE NORMALIZATION AND OFFSET
In classical BP decoding, a message often has over-estimated strength due to approximation (by the minsum algorithm) [15] , [16] or cycles in the graph [17] . Normalizing or offsetting the message magnitude can be helpful. Since our δ-rule based BP algorithms for quantum stabilizer codes have only single-valued messages, the techniques of message normalization and offset can be effortlessly applied to our algorithms.
By viewing BP as a gradient descent algorithm [18] , one can think of message normalization/offset as adjusting the update step-size [19] , [20] . The normalization/offset is defined in logarithmic domain, but can be equivalently defined in linear domain as we will do in the following.
We review the log-domain computation first. Assume that the log-likelihood ratio (LLR)
is to be passed.
• Message normalization: The message is normalized as Q = Λ/α by some positive α before passing.
• Message offset: The message magnitude is offset by some positive β:
Since β serves as a soft threshold, the performance of message offset is usually worse [16] , [17] , but it has a lower complexity without the multiplication in message normalization. To sum up, we have the following algorithms:
• Parallel BP 4 : Algorithm 3.
• Serial BP 4 : Algorithm 4.
• Parallel/Serial BP 4 , normalized by α c : Algorithm 5. • Parallel/Serial BP 4 , offset by β: Algorithm 7.
We evaluate the performance and complexity of these algorithms by simulation.
First, we consider a [[256, 32] ] quantum bicycle code (with the same parameters as an example in [45] ). Although the beliefs may propagate faster in serial BP 4 , the effects of wrong beliefs may cause worse performance. Since wrong beliefs mostly come from over-estimated messages due to short cycles, suppressing the message strength could be helpful. We apply the normalization/offset methods (by α c , α v , and β, respectively) and the performance is improved significantly, as shown in Figures 9, 10 , and 11, respectively. Stronger message (smaller ) would need larger suppression (larger α c , α v , or β). It is possible to choose different α c , α v , or β for different to achieve a better performance. The decoding complexity (evaluated by the average number of iterations) is shown in Figures 12, 13 , and 14, respectively. The α c method has a lower complexity. The α v method achieves a (slightly) better performance at the cost of higher complexity. The β method needs a careful selection of the value of β (due to the threshold effect), though the final performance is not as good as the normalization method (as expected). Its possible advantage is the save of multiplication if our procedure can be transformed to work in log-domain [50] .
Next, we consider an [[800, 400]] quantum bicycle code (with the same parameters as an example in [26] ). The two normalization methods (by α c and α v respectively) again greatly improve the performance (especially the α v method), as shown in Figures 15 and 16 . Serial BP 4 performs much better now, though it still hits a high error floor. Both normalization methods improve the error floor performance a lot. Even the worse parallel BP 4 has improved error floor performance. This is very useful in practice for full parallelism. However, it only means a faster convergence rather than a lower complexity, since the normalization requires additional multiplications.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We proposed a refined BP decoding algorithm for quantum stabilizer codes. Using δ-rule to pass [26]- [30] , [45] ) could be incorporated if the complexity is affordable. For any improvement, the efficiency is concerned since the coherence of quantum states decays very fast.
We considered parallel and serial schedules. It may be worth to apply/develop other fixed or dynamic (adaptive) schedules [51] .
It is straightforward to transform our single-valued message-passing algorithm to a min-sum algorithm (further lower complexity) [6] , but the message approximation and compensation would be more challenging due to short cycles [15] - [17] . It might be possible to transform our procedure to log-domain [50] to lower the message-offset complexity.
An interesting question is to decode topological codes using our methods. It is plausible to apply our procedure to more sparse quantum codes [32] - [40] . Since sparse topological codes (such as [31] ) may have high degeneracy, we may need to consider how to take advantage of the code degeneracy in BP and this is our ongoing work.
